Non-mitogenic Anti-CD3F(ab’)2 Monoclonal Antibody: A Novel Approach to Control Herpetic Stromal Keratitis
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PURPOSE. Treatment with anti-CD3 antibody has been shown to ameliorate and reverse an existing immunopathological condition by inducing tolerance. The purpose of this study is to assess the therapeutic potential of non-Fc receptor (FcR) binding anti-CD3 monoclonal antibody (mAb), CD3F(ab’)2, for the treatment of herpes simplex virus (HSV)-induced stromal keratitis (SK).

METHODS. Balb/c and C57BL/6 mice were ocularly infected with HSV-1 strain RE (HSV-1RE). Infected animals were treated with CD3F(ab’)2. Development of SK starting from day 5 postinfection (p.i.), infiltration of inflammatory cells into the corneas and the generation of the immune response were compared with untreated animals using slit-lamp biomicroscopy, flow cytometry, and ELISA.

RESULTS. In vivo administration of CD3F(ab’)2 resulted in significant reduction in the severity and incidence of SK in the infected animals compared to untreated counterparts. Infiltration of fewer pathogenic CD4+ T cells into the cornea, along with a lower percentage of cells that could be induced to express IFN-γ, occurred with anti-CD3F(ab’)2 treatment. Similar observations were noted in the secondary lymphoid tissues. Additionally, an increase in the frequency of CD4+Foxp3+ regulatory T cells was noticed in both cornea and lymphoid tissues of treated animals compared to untreated animals. Treatment with CD3F(ab’)2 also reduced the number of SIEFARL peptide-specific CD8+ IFN-γ+ T cells in the secondary lymphoid tissues. Furthermore, use of this reagent was moderately effective in limiting lesions in mice with established lesions.

CONCLUSIONS. Taken together, these results show that non-FcR binding anti-CD3 treatment could be useful in limiting SK lesions. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2008;49;5425–5433) DOI: 10.1167/iovs.07-1638

Infection with viruses triggers multiple inflammatory and immune responses that are involved in clearing the virus from the site of infection. Sometimes these host-induced responses to the pathogen result in tissue-damaging lesions at the site of infection. One such example is herpes simplex virus (HSV)-induced lesions in the corneal stroma, a condition called stromal keratitis (SK). Therapeutic strategies for SK currently involve the use of antivirals in addition to corticosteroids.1 Long-term treatment with such reagents might result in drug resistance,2–4 and prolonged use of corticosteroids can have unwanted side effects.5,6 Current knowledge of the inflammatory mechanisms and pathways involved in the pathogenesis of SK should result in new approaches that could replace or complement existing methods to control SK lesions. Previous reports from our group and others have shown SK to be mainly a Th1 CD4+ T cell–orchestrated immunopathological lesion.7 Accordingly, mice lacking the capacity to generate an effective T-cell response do not develop SK.8 Thus, diminishing the function of CD4+ T cells represents one logical strategy to limit lesion severity. One potential approach to achieve this is the administration of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) against anti-CD3.9

Anti-CD3 mAbs have been used as immunosuppressive agents in several models, including autoimmunity and some cases of transplantation.10–13 However, the therapeutic potential of such antibodies was limited because of nonspecific cytokine production and initial T-cell activation caused by cross-linking via Fc receptor binding.14–16 Recently, non-mitogenic non-FcR binding anti-CD3 mAbs were developed by altering their binding to FcR. Such anti-CD3 mAbs were shown to induce tolerance in sensitized Th1 CD4 T cells by several mechanisms, such as modulation of the CD3-T-cell receptor (TCR) complex including its internalization,17 depletion of T cells,18,19 induction of apoptosis resulting in clonal deletion,20 T-cell unresponsiveness,21 and induction of regulatory T cells (Treg).10,22 Although the complete biochemical mechanisms involved in T-cell suppression by non-FcR binding anti-CD3 mAbs are not completely understood, the process likely involves a partial TCR activation that is translated into an off signal that additionally includes a calcium signal.16

In vivo administration of non-mitogenic anti-CD3 mAb was shown to be useful in inducing permanent engraftment of vascularized grafts,17,22,23 prevention and reversal of virus-induced and insulin-dependent autoimmune diabetes,19 and in the therapy of pathologic lesions such as experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE). From the above observations, it is conceivable that the immunomodulation by non-FcR binding anti-CD3 antibody CD3F(ab’)2 treatment could be effective in preventing and treating HSV-induced lesions in the cornea.

The present study shows that in vivo administration of CD3F(ab’)2 antibody post-ocular infection resulted in significantly reduced lesion severity as well as a reduced incidence of SK, both in Balb/c and B6 HSV ocularly infected animals. Infiltration of fewer pathogenic CD4+ T cells into the cornea and the inflamed trigeminal ganglia occurred with CD3F(ab’)2 antibody treatment. Similarly, reduced IFN-γ production by CD4+ T cells was noted in the infected cornea as well as cervical draining lymph nodes and spleen of these animals. A three- to fourfold reduction in the frequency and the absolute number of CD4+ T cells expressing VLA4 and CD69 surface markers and an increase in the frequency of CD4+Foxp3+ regulatory T cells were observed in both corneal and lymphoid tissues of treated animals compared to untreated control animals. Additionally, the generation of SIEFARL peptide specific CD8+ IFN-γ+ T cells in the secondary lymphoid tissues was also significantly diminished in the treated group, indicating
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influence of CD3F(ab')2 on the generation of HSV-specific immune responses. Furthermore, use of this reagent was also effective in the resolution of established SK lesions. In summary, our results show that non-FcR binding anti-CD3 treatment could be useful in treating HSV-induced ocular immunopathology.

**Materials and Methods**

**Reagents**

Non-mitogenic non-FcR binding CD3F(ab')2 mAb2+ (Biox Express, West Lebanon, NH) was kindly provided by Mathias Von Heraath (La Jolla Institute for Allergy and Immunology, La Jolla, CA). The reagent was stored at −80°C until use. For treatment, four 50-μg doses were injected intravenously (IV) on alternate days.

**Mice**

C57BL/6 (B6) and Balb/c mice were obtained from Harlan Sprague-Dawley, (Indianapolis, IN) and were maintained in the animal facility of University of Tennessee. To prevent bacterial superinfection, all mice received prophylactic treatment with sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim (Biocraft, Elmond Park, NY) at the rate of 5 mL/200 mL drinking water after virus infection. All experimental procedures followed the guidelines of the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology resolution on the use of animals in research. The animal facilities of the University of Tennessee (Knoxville) are fully accredited by the American Association of Laboratory Animal Care.

**In Vitro Cultures in the Presence of Anti-CD3 and CD3F(ab')2**

For in vitro experiments, lymph node cells were harvested from the spleens of naive Balb/c animals. Cells were cultured for 48 to 72 hours in 96 well plates in the presence of varying concentrations of anti-CD3 antibody or CD3F(ab')2 mAb with or without anti-CD28 antibody. For proliferation experiments, 1 μCi/well [3H]TdR was added to the culture for the final 18 hours. Surface staining for CD3, CD4, CD8, CD25, and CD69 markers, and intra-nuclear Foxp3 staining were performed at 48 hours. Culture supernatants for cytokine ELISA were collected at 48 hours and the level of IFN-γ was measured by sandwich ELISA. In some of the experiments, splenocytes were pretreated with CD3F(ab')2 for 2 hours and the cells were stimulated with anti-CD3 antibody (1 μg/mL) for 24 hours. After stimulation, cells were stained with CD3, CD4, CD8, CD25, and CD69 surface markers. To study the effect of CD3F(ab')2 on apoptosis, cells were treated with different concentrations (0.5 to 8 μg/mL) of CD3F(ab')2. Staining for annexin-V (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA) was performed along with CD4 and CD3 surface markers.

**Corneal Infection and Lesion Scoring Posttreatment with CD3F(ab')2 mAb**

HSV-1 strain RE (HSV-1RE), obtained from Robert L. Hendricks (School of Medicine, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA) was used in all procedures. HSV-1RE, which gives >75% lesions, was used for Balb/c animals. HSV-1RE, obtained from Robert N. Lausch (University of South Alabama College of Medicine), which gives >75% lesions in B6, was used for B6 animals. The viruses were grown in Vero cell monolayer (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA; Cat. no. CCL81) by standard protocol, titrated, and stored in aliquots at −80°C until used. Corneal infection was conducted under deep anesthesia induced by intra-peritoneal injection (Avertin; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The mice were scotared on their corneas with a 27-gauge needle and infected with a 3-μL drop containing 10^5 plaque-forming units (pfu) of HSV-1 which was applied to the eye and gently massaged with the eyelids. Non-FcR binding anti-CD3 antibody, anti-CD3F(ab')2, was administered intravenously (50 μg/dose) on every alternate day starting from day 5 p.i. Control animals were treated with PBS or irrelevant monoclonal antibody. The eyes were examined on different days p.i. for the development of clinical lesions by slit-lamp biomicroscopy (Kowa Co., Nagoya, Japan), and the clinical severity of keratitis of individually scored mice was recorded as described previously.25-26

**Histopathology**

For histopathologic analysis, eyes from both groups of mice were exirpated at the indicated time point p.i. and snap-frozen in OCT compound (Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, IN). Sections (6-μg thick) were cut, air dried in a desiccation box, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (Richard Allen Scientific, Kalamazoo, MI).

**Purification of Cells from Peripheral Blood**

For purification of cells, peripheral blood from naïve CD3F(ab')2 treated (24 hours posttreatment) and untreated Balb/c animals was collected by retro-orbital bleeding in tubes containing sodium citrate. Cells were isolated from the blood using histopaque (Sigma-Aldrich). Surface staining with anti-CD3, -CD4, -CD8, and -CD25 was performed to determine the change in the frequencies of lymphocytes in the blood posttreatment.

**Flow Cytometry**

For flow cytometry measurement of the infiltrating cells, four corneas per time point per group were collected by dissecting the corneal buttons above the limbus with a scalpel. Similarly, two trigeminal ganglia (TGs) were collected per time point. Corneas or TGs were digested in a blend of purified collagenase enzymes (Liberase; Roche Diagnostics Co., Indianapolis, IN) for 45 minutes at 37°C. Cervical draining lymph nodes (DLNs) and spleens were also collected from individual animals. Single cell suspension was prepared as described elsewhere.27 The Fc receptors were blocked with unconjugated anti-CD16/32 (BD Pharmingen) for 30 minutes. Samples were incubated with FITC-labeled anti-Gr-1, anti-CD25 (BD Pharmingen), PerCP-labeled anti-CD8, APC-labeled anti-CD11b, and anti-CD4 (BD Pharmingen) antibody for 50 minutes. For intracellular cytokine staining, PE-labeled anti-IFN-γ and FITC-labeled anti-TNF-α antibodies were used (BD Pharmingen). Intracellular staining for TNF-α and IFN-γ was performed using a kit (Fixation/Permeabilization Solution Kit with BD GolgiPlug; BD Biosciences). For intracellular cytokine staining, cells were stimulated for 18 hours with anti-CD3 (1 μg/mL) and anti CD28 (1 μg/mL) or UV inactivated HSV (2 multiplicity of infection [MOI]). Brefeldin A (10 μg/mL) was added to the culture for the final 5 hours. Foxp3 staining was performed using a mouse regulatory T-cell staining kit (eBioscience, San Diego, CA). All samples were collected (FACScan; BD Biosciences) and data were analyzed (Cell Quest 3.1 software; BD Biosciences).

**SSIEFARL Peptide-Specific CD8+IFN-γ+ Response in B6 Mice**

To determine the number of IFN-γ-producing CD8+ T cells in the infected DLN and spleens of B6 animals, intracellular cytokine staining was performed. Single-cell suspension of infected DLN and spleens were prepared and 10^6 cells were cultured in 96-well U-bottom plates. Cells were left untreated and stimulated with SSIEFARL peptide (1 μg/mL) for 5 hours at 37°C in 5% CO₂. Brefeldin A (10 μg/mL; BD Pharmingen) was added to the culture for the intracellular cytokine accumulation. Cell surface staining was performed followed by intracellular cytokine staining for IFN-γ (Cytofix/Cytosperm kit; BD Pharmingen). All samples were collected (FACScan; BD Biosciences) and data were analyzed (Cell Quest 3.1 software; BD Biosciences).

**Quantification of IFN-γ Production by ELISA**

To measure the level of Th1 cytokine production by infected splenocytes and lymphocytes, cells (1 × 10^6 cells/well) were restimulated in vitro with syngeneic stimulators pulsed with 3 MOI UV-inactivated HSV-KOS (5 × 10^5 cells/well) and incubated for 56 hours at 37°C. The
supernatants were analyzed for IFN-γ cytokine production by sandwich ELISA protocol. Coating antibody against IFN-γ, and biotinylated anti-IFN-γ antibody were purchased from BD Pharmingen. The color reaction was developed (ABTS; Sigma-Aldrich) and measured with an ELISA reader (Spectramax 340; Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) at 405 nm. Quantification was performed (Spectramax ELISA reader, software version 1.2; Molecular Devises).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical significance was determined by Student’s t-test. P < 0.05 was regarded as a significant difference between the groups.

RESULTS

Non-FcR-Binding Anti-CD3F(ab′)2 Do Not Activate CD4+ T Cells In Vitro

The use of non-mitogenic anti-CD3 mAb is believed to deliver a partial signal through the TCR, which may result in the production of nonspecific proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines from CD4+ T cells. Before using this reagent for therapy in SK, we tested the activity of this antibody both in vitro and in vivo. Cells isolated from spleens of naïve Balb/c mice were stimulated with different concentrations of soluble anti-CD3 and CD3F(ab′)2 mAb with or without CD28. As shown in Figure 1A, CD3F(ab′)2 failed to cause proliferation of cells in contrast to anti-CD3 antibody. A similar pattern was observed in the production of cytokines, as measured by the concentration of IFN-γ in the 48-hour culture supernatant (Fig. 1B). Additionally, as shown in Figure 1C, in contrast to anti-CD3 stimulation, there was no increase in the CD69 expression on the CD4+ T cells in the presence of CD3F(ab′)2. Interestingly, the proportion of CD4+Foxp3+ among the total CD4+ population in the presence of CD3F(ab′)2 remained almost the same, whereas it decreased in a dose-dependent manner in the presence of anti-CD3 (Fig. 1D). Others have shown that CD3F(ab′)2 mAb treatment causes internalization of CD3 and may even result in apoptosis. To test whether this occurred in our system, splenocytes from naïve mice were treated with several doses of CD3F(ab′)2. As shown in Figure 1E, within 12 hours of culture, complete loss of surface CD3 expression was noticed in the CD3F(ab′)2-treated wells, confirming previous reports. Moreover, within this time frame, a dose-dependent increase in apoptosis was also observed in CD3F(ab′)2-treated cells, particularly at 3 hours poststimulation (Table 1). Furthermore, as is evident in Figure 1F, pretreatment of cells with CD5F(ab′)2 before stimulation with anti-CD3 resulted in a reduced number (left panel) as well as a proportion (right panel) of CD4+CD69+ T cells in the cultures, indicating that the CD3F(ab′)2 could modulate the activation of CD4+ T cells.

We next wanted to study the in vivo activity of CD3F(ab′)2 antibody. As has been shown previously, systemic administration of non-FcR anti-CD3 mAb could result in transient depletion of lymphocytes from the system. As shown in Figure 2A, one single dose (50 μg, IV) of CD3F(ab′)2 administration resulted in the reduction of CD4 expressing cells in blood, LN, and spleen of naïve animals within 20 hours of injection. The frequencies of both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in the peripheral blood and lymphoid tissues were also significantly reduced at this time point (Figs. 2B, 2C). The cell number returned to normal in the circulation by 6 days p.i., although at this time depletion was still evident in the spleen of CD3F(ab′)2-treated animals (not shown), as also noted by others. Interestingly, as is evident in Figure 2D, an increase in the proportion of CD4+CD25+ T cells was noted in the blood and LN of treated animals. These cells also expressed the Foxp3 marker, indicating an increase in natural regulatory T cells in the treated

![Figure 1](http://iovs.arvojournals.org/pdfaccess.ashx?url=/data/journals/iovs/933240/) Splenocytes harvested from naïve Balb/c animals were cultured in the presence of different concentrations of soluble anti-CD3 antibody or CD3F(ab′)2 mAb. (A) The line diagram represents the percentage of proliferation in the presence of both antibodies compared to media control. (B) Concentration of IFN-γ was measured in the 48 hours culture supernatant by sandwich ELISA. The line diagram represents the IFN-γ concentration as analyzed from the OD values. (C) Cells were stained with CD4 and CD69 surface markers. The line diagram represents the percentage of CD4+CD69+ T cells compared to the frequencies of CD4+ T cells. (D) Intracellular staining for Foxp3 was performed. The line diagrams denote the CD4+Foxp3+ Treg to CD4+ T cell ratio. The plots show the results of two similar sets of experiments. (E) Splenocytes harvested from naïve Balb/c animals were treated with different concentrations of CD3F(ab′)2. Cells were stained with CD3, and CD4 surface markers after 1, 3, 8, and 12 hours posttreatment. Dot plots on the upper and the lower panels show the CD4+CD3+ T cells in the culture after 8 hours and 12 hours, respectively. The numbers on the upper left and upper right corners denote the percentages when gated on lymphocytes. (F) In a separate experiment, splenocytes were pretreated with various concentrations of CD3F(ab′)2 for 2 hours before stimulation with anti-CD3 antibody. After 24 hours, cells were stained with CD4 and CD69 surface markers. The line diagrams on the left and right panels denote the number of CD4+CD69+ T cells/4 × 106 cells and the percentage of CD4+ T cells expressing CD69 marker.
animals. Taken together, the above in vitro and in vivo data indicate that CD3F(ab')$_2$ does not transmit an activation signal through the TCR. Additionally, this could result in downregulation of CD3 expression as well as transient depletion of lymphocytes from the system.

**Modulation of SK Severity by Anti-CD3F(ab')$_2$ Antibody Treatment**

To assess the potential of CD3F(ab')$_2$ antibody in SK therapy, both Balb/c and B6 animals were ocularly infected with HSV-1RE ($5 \times 10^5$ pfu/eye). When treatment with anti-CD3F(ab')$_2$ antibody was started on day 0 p.i., treated animals showed symptoms of encephalitis and had to be terminated (not shown). This was likely the consequence of impaired ability of T cells to control the virus in the central nervous system.$^{29,30}$ Therefore, for all subsequent experiments, treatment with CD3F(ab')$_2$ antibody (50 µg, IV on alternate day) was started on day 5 p.i. and lesion development in the treated groups was followed and compared with the untreated control animals for a 18-day test period. Different patterns of SK lesion development were noticed in the treated animals compared to untreated controls. Treatment with CD3F(ab')$_2$ resulted in a reduced incidence of SK (score $\geq 3$) in both Balb/c and B6 animals (Fig. 3A). Thus, at day 18 p.i., 95% to 100% of the untreated animals had SK lesion scores $\geq 3$ whereas approximately 40% to 50% of treated animals developed such scores. As is evident in Figures 3B and 3C, significantly reduced SK lesion severity ($P \leq 0.05$) was also observed both in B6 and Balb/c animals in those that received anti-CD3F(ab')$_2$ antibody treatment compared to untreated counterparts. As evident in Figures 3B and 3C, a trend of slower lesion development was observed immediately after the treatment was started in both treated Balb/c and B6 animals. A similar pattern was also noticed in the development of neovascularization in the CD3F(ab')$_2$-treated animals (Figs. 5D, 3E). Interestingly, although the treated animals had lower lesion scores, some of these animals showed signs of encephalitis and died (data not depicted).

We also measured the inflammatory response in the infected corneas of both groups of animals. Corneal sections were examined by histopathology on day 17 p.i., when experiments were terminated. As shown in Figure 4, reduced corneal pathology and cellular infiltration was observed in the CD3F(ab')$_2$-treated animals. In a separate experiment, flow cytometric analysis was performed with corneal cells isolated from infected animals at day 13 p.i. As is evident in Figure 5A, there was a twofold reduction in the total viable inflammatory cell count in the corneas of treated animals compared to the control group. Reduced infiltration of inflammatory cells such as polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs) (Gr1$^+$ cells) and pathogenic CD4$^+$ T cells was associated with reduced lesion scores in the treated animals (Fig. 5B). Fewer numbers of IFN-γ producing pathogenic CD4$^+$ T cells were present in the corneas of treated animals compared to untreated controls (Fig. 5C). Similarly, the number of CD4$^+$ T cells expressing the activation marker CD69 and a critical integrin VLA4 was also reduced in the corneas of treated animals compared to untreated controls (Fig. 5D). A similar effect was also noticed in the TG, another inflammatory site associated with ocular HSV infection (Fig. 5E). These data suggest that reduced lesion severity in the CD3F(ab')$_2$-treated animals could be due to the reduced infiltration and activity of pathogenic Th1 cells in the cornea.

**Table 1. Percentage of CD4$^+$ Annexin-V$^+$ T Cells**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (h)</th>
<th>Concentration of Anti-CD3F(ab')$_2$ (µg/mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Splenocytes isolated from naïve Balb/c mice were treated with various doses of anti-CD3F (ab')$_2$ in vitro and annexin-V staining was performed at the indicated time points posttreatment. The numbers in the table show the percentage of CD4$^+$ annexin-V$^+$ T cells when gated on CD4$^+$ lymphocyte population.

**Figure 2.** Cells from the peripheral blood, spleen, and cervical lymph nodes of naïve Balb/c animals treated with CD3F(ab')$_2$ (24 hours posttreatment) were harvested. Surface staining with anti-CD5, anti-CD4, anti-CD8, and anti-CD25 surface markers was performed to determine the changes in the frequencies of lymphocytes post administration. Cells isolated from the respective tissues of untreated naïve Balb/c mice were used as a positive control. (A) The histograms show the intensity of CD3 expression in the blood, LNs, and spleens of untreated (upper panel) and CD3F(ab')$_2$-treated (lower panel) animals. (B, C) The dot plots show the CD8$^+$ CD3$^+$ and CD4$^+$ CD3$^+$ cells, respectively, in the blood, LNs, and spleens of untreated (left) and CD3F(ab')$_2$-treated (right) animals (gated on lymphocytes). The number on the upper right quadrant represents the percentage of cells when gated on lymphocytes. (D) The bar diagram shows the percentages of CD4$^+$ CD25$^+$ T cells among the CD4$^+$ T cells in blood, LNs, and spleens of untreated and treated Balb/c animals.
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Diminished Th1 Type Immune Response and Activation Pattern of Lymphocytes Posttreatment

To understand the mechanisms that resulted in diminished lesion expression in CD3F(ab’)_2-treated animals, the pharmacological differences were investigated. At 13 days posttreatment (d.p.t.), the treated animals showed a reduced incidence and SK lesion scores compared to untreated animals. (Fig. 3A) The bar diagram demonstrates the percentage severity of both BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice at day 18 p.i. The treated animals show reduced incidence of SK compared to untreated animals. (C, D) The line diagrams denote the mean SK and angiogenesis lesion scores, respectively, in CD3F(ab’)_2-treated and untreated C57BL/6 mice infected with 5 x 10^5 pfu HSV-1RE at different time points p.i. (E, F) The line diagrams denote the mean SK and angiogenesis lesion scores, respectively, in CD3F(ab’)_2-treated and untreated BALB/c mice infected with 5 x 10^5 pfu HSV-1RE at different time points p.i. Statistically significant differences compared to untreated control (P < 0.05).

FIGURE 3. Reduced incidence and SK lesion in the CD3F(ab’)_2-treated mice compared to untreated controls. (A) The bar diagram demonstrates the percentage severity of both BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice at day 18 p.i. The treated animals show reduced incidence of SK compared to untreated animals. (C, D) The line diagrams denote the mean SK and angiogenesis lesion scores, respectively, in CD3F(ab’)_2-treated and untreated C57BL/6 mice infected with 5 x 10^5 pfu HSV-1RE at different time points p.i. (E, F) The line diagrams denote the mean SK and angiogenesis lesion scores, respectively, in CD3F(ab’)_2-treated and untreated BALB/c mice infected with 5 x 10^5 pfu HSV-1RE at different time points p.i. Statistically significant differences compared to untreated control (P < 0.05).

FIGURE 4. Reduced inflammation and cellular infiltration in the corneas of CD3F(ab’)_2-treated compared to untreated animals. (A) Mice were infected with 5 x 10^5 pfu HSV-1RE. Mice were terminated at day 18 p.i., and eyes were processed for cryosection. Hematoxylin and eosin staining was carried out on 6-μm sections. Original magnification, ×100.

FIGURE 5. Cellular changes in the corneas and TGs of CD3F(ab’)_2-treated compared to untreated animals. Single-cell suspensions of the tissues (cornea, TG) from infected animals of both groups were analyzed at day 13 p.i. Flow cytometric analysis of surface markers were performed. (A) The bar diagram shows the absolute number of viable cells per cornea in both groups of animals at day 13 p.i. (B) The corneal cells were labeled for Gr1+ cells. The dot plots represent the Gr1+ cells in the untreated (upper plot) and treated (lower plot) corneas. (C) The bar diagram shows the absolute number of CD4+ IFN-γ+ T cells present per cornea in both groups of mice. (D, E) The dot plots denote the CD4+ VLA-4+ and CD4+ CD69+ T cells in the cornea and TG of both groups. The number on the dot plots denotes the percentage of cells expressing VLA-4 or CD69 when gated on lymphocytes. Statistically significant differences compared to untreated control (P < 0.05).

To understand the mechanisms that resulted in diminished lesion expression in CD3F(ab’)_2-treated animals, the phenotypical and the activity pattern of Th1 cells isolated from both treated and untreated animals was compared. As shown in Figure 6A, at day 13 p.i., treatment did not cause a significant reduction in the number of total cells isolated from lymphoid tissues. Interestingly, the number of CD4+ T cells expressing the activation marker CD69 was reduced compared to controls (Fig. 6B). In addition, CD4+ T cells expressing the VLA-4 marker, critical for the cells that home to the eye, were also reduced in the lymphoid tissues of treated animals (Fig. 6B). Next, the cytokine-producing CD4+ T cell population in both the groups was also measured. As shown in Figures 6D and 6E, the frequency and absolute number of IFN-γ+ CD4+ T cells was significantly less in the cervical DLN and spleens of CD3F(ab’)_2-treated animals. Similarly, fewer numbers of TNF-α+ CD4+ T cells were observed in the lymphoid tissues of the animals that were treated with antibodies against CD3 (not shown). To determine the activity of the isolated splenocytes ex vivo, such cells were cultured with stimulators pulsed with UV-HSV. As is evident in Figure 6F, cells isolated from CD3F(ab’)_2-treated animals at day 13 produced less IFN-γ and IL-2 in the 56 hours cultures compared to the cells taken from untreated infected animals.

Previous observations have shown that CD3F(ab’)_2 treatment can affect the generation and distribution of antigen-specific CD8 T cells. Therefore, the effect of CD3F(ab’)_2 treatment on the generation of HSV-specific CD8 T-cell response was measured. As is evident in Figure 6G, the frequencies of SSIEFARL peptide-specific CD8+ IFN-γ+ T-cell number was significantly reduced in the lymphoid tissues of CD3F(ab’)_2-treated animals. Thus, our results show that treatment with CD3F(ab’)_2 could also influence the virus-specific immune response generation.
As treatment with non-mitogenic anti-CD3 was shown to induce regulatory T cells in treated animals, it was of interest to determine the frequencies of CD4⁺Foxp³⁺ T cells in both groups of animals. As evident in Figure 6F, at day 13 p.i., although the total number of Treg was lower in the treated animals, the proportion of these cells compared to CD4⁺Foxp³⁺ T cells in the diseased corneas and lymphoid tissues was higher in the treated animals (1:3) compared to untreated (1:6) animals. Similar results were also obtained at day 18 p.i. (not shown).

**Treatment of Established SK with CD3F(ab')₂**

The above results indicate that CD3F(ab')₂ treatment could reduce the development of SK and angiogenic lesions. However, it would be more relevant if the approach also acted to reduce the severity of already established SK. Balb/c mice were ocularly infected with HSV-1RE and were allowed to develop SK lesions until day 15. One group of mice received CD3F(ab')₂ IV treatment from day 15 p.i. until day 21 p.i. SK lesion scores were monitored until day 33 p.i. As shown in Figures 7A and 7B, there was no increase in the lesion scores or in the incidence of SK in the treated group of animals. Resolution of ulcers and scars was more rapid in the treated group (not shown). Additionally, as shown in Figures 8A and 8B, similar to acute phase treatment with polyclonal stimulation, there was significantly diminished cytokine production by CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ T cells isolated from the lymphoid tissues of treated animals compared to the untreated counterparts on day 35 p.i. These results indicate that administration of CD3F(ab')₂ was also effective in clearing the activated CD4⁺ T cells from the system, an activity that might contribute to diminishing lesion severity. Interestingly, even with this treatment strategy, the proportion of Treg compared to non-Treg CD4⁺ T cells both in the lymphoid tissues (Fig. 8C) and corneas (Fig. 8D, left panel) were significantly higher in the CD3F(ab')₂-treated animals compared to untreated. In the corneas of CD3F(ab')₂-treated animals, higher numbers of T cells expressed CD103 (integrin αEβ7) marker (Fig. 6D, right panel) that is associated with the trafficking of regulatory T cells to the inflammatory sites. These results might mean that treatment with CD3F(ab')₂ could be beneficial both at the acute and chronic phase of the disease.

**DISCUSSION**

The chronic inflammatory lesion in the cornea that results from HSV infection appears to be mainly the consequence of a
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T-cell-mediated immunopathological reaction, although the identity of target antigens for the inflammatory T cells remains largely unknown. Controlling the severity of SK should be achievable if the proinflammatory function of the lesion-orchestrating T cell is constrained. One approach that achieves this is the use of a non-mitogenic anti-CD3 mAb, which has proven to successfully halt the progression of some autoimmune diseases after a single phase of treatment. We have proven to successfully halt the progression of some autoimmune diseases after a single phase of treatment.9 We have not formally established whether these Foxp3+ Tregs contributed to lesion control in anti-CD3 treated animals, but previous studies did demonstrate that SK lesions become more severe when the natural regulatory T-cell response is inhibited.57

In our study, anti-CD3 treatment was most effective when begun early in the syndrome. The control that was achieved persisted at least for the relatively short time that lesions were studied. With murine diabetes, the efficacy of a single round of treatment can be extremely long lasting, exceeding one year or more.9 This issue of duration of effect needs to be further investigated. However, there are likely to be some critical differences in the pathogenesis of disease between SK and diabetes that may have an impact on efficacy. Accordingly, with experimental diabetes some have reported that treatment can reverse the quite severe stages of disease, since islet cell regeneration readily occurs and normal function ensues once the T-cell destruction effects are blunted.56 In the SK model, however, once the corneal stroma has been damaged by the inflammatory reaction, significant repair is difficult to achieve. For example, the extensive new blood vessel formation that typifies SK can be shrunken, but their removal appears to be problematic. In our studies, we noted that if treatment was begun when lesions were fully developed, some control was achieved but never to the point of full resolution. It would seem from these studies that other means of treatment would need to be combined with the anti-CD3 approach to achieve more complete levels of repair.

One such approach we are exploring is to combine topical treatment with fibroblast growth factor, which previous studies have shown to be useful in facilitating the repair of epithelial ulcers.59 It might also be appropriate to enhance the frequency and function of regulatory cells, especially those that increase in the frequency of Foxp3+ T cells present at the lesion site. An additional effect that was noted in the treated animals was an increase in the frequency of Foxp3+ T cells. This was evident both at the lesion site and in the draining lymph node. We have not formally established whether these Foxp3+ Tregs contributed to lesion control in anti-CD3 treated animals, but previous studies did demonstrate that SK lesions become more severe when the natural regulatory T-cell response is inhibited.57

FIGURE 8. DLN, spleen, and cornea cells were harvested at 53 days p.i. from both CD3F(ab')₂-treated and untreated animals and were analyzed using flow cytometry. (A, B) The dot plots in the figure represent the frequencies of CD8+ IFN-γ+ cells (A) and CD4+ IFN-γ+ cells (B) (cells were stimulated with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 antibody, 1 μg/mL) in the spleen and DLN. The numbers on the upper right quadrant represent the percentage of CD8+ IFN-γ+ and CD8+ IFN-γ+ T cells in the gated population of lymphocytes in the DLN and spleens. The plots are representative of four animals analyzed per group (n = 4) and the numbers shown are the mean of four animals. (C) Intracellular staining for CD4+ Foxp3+ Tregs was performed with the cells isolated from lymphoid tissues of both groups. The dot plots represent the frequencies of cells expressing CD4 and Foxp3 markers when gated on lymphocytes. (D) Cells from the infected corneas of both groups of animals were stained for Foxp3, CD4, and CD103 markers. The dot plots in the figure represent the CD4+ T cells expressing Foxp3 (left panel) and CD103 (right panel) in the cornea. The numbers represent the cell counts/2 x 10⁶ corneal cells in gated CD4+ population.

An additional effect that was noted in the treated animals was an increase in the frequency of Foxp3+ T cells. This was evident both at the lesion site and in the draining lymph node. We have not formally established whether these Foxp3+ Tregs contributed to lesion control in anti-CD3 treated animals, but previous studies did demonstrate that SK lesions become more severe when the natural regulatory T-cell response is inhibited.57

In our study, anti-CD3 treatment was most effective when begun early in the syndrome. The control that was achieved persisted at least for the relatively short time that lesions were studied. With murine diabetes, the efficacy of a single round of treatment can be extremely long lasting, exceeding one year or more.9 This issue of duration of effect needs to be further investigated. However, there are likely to be some critical differences in the pathogenesis of disease between SK and diabetes that may have an impact on efficacy. Accordingly, with experimental diabetes some have reported that treatment can reverse the quite severe stages of disease, since islet cell regeneration readily occurs and normal function ensues once the T-cell destruction effects are blunted.56 In the SK model, however, once the corneal stroma has been damaged by the inflammatory reaction, significant repair is difficult to achieve. For example, the extensive new blood vessel formation that typifies SK can be shrunken, but their removal appears to be problematic. In our studies, we noted that if treatment was begun when lesions were fully developed, some control was achieved but never to the point of full resolution. It would seem from these studies that other means of treatment would need to be combined with the anti-CD3 approach to achieve more complete levels of repair.

One such approach we are exploring is to combine topical treatment with fibroblast growth factor, which previous studies have shown to be useful in facilitating the repair of epithelial ulcers.59 It might also be appropriate to enhance the frequency and function of regulatory cells, especially those that produce TGF-β, a cytokine involved in tissue repair.40,41 As previously mentioned, one outcome of anti-CD3 therapy is that the frequency of Foxp3+ T cells increases because they are less affected by treatment. We and others have discovered ways of
converting Foxp3+ T cells from conventional precursors, which may then contribute to the control of inflammatory lesions. One such way is to use a fungal metabolite drug (Fingolimod [FTY720]; Calbiochem) which, if given at the time of antigen stimulation, can cause some antigen-stimulated cells to express Foxp3 and exhibit a regulatory function. We are currently in the process of evaluating the efficacy of combination therapy with anti-CD3 given along with FTY720.

Finally, a word of caution about the use of anti-CD3 as a therapeutic modality for SK. Our results show that use of the reagent at the time when the virus is still present (starting treatment at day 0 p.i.) can result in uncontrolled spread of the virus which, in the case of HSV infection, may result in encephalitis that is usually lethal (not shown). A few animals treated five days p.i. developed signs of encephalitis with some death, but treating SK animals at day 15 when lesions were fully manifested and replicating virus cleared from the eye had no apparent clinical effect. In contrast, treatment with anti-CD3 one day p.i. invariably led to encephalitis and death. Accordingly, it may be wise to combine treatment with anti-CD3 with antiviral therapy. In some clinical trials in humans, reactivation of a herpes virus (Epstein Barr virus) has been observed 10 to 20 days after a course of treatment. It is not known whether the drug can additionally result in HSV reactivation in either human or mouse model. Such studies are currently underway in our laboratory.

It is also conceivable that the anti-CD3 treatment could render recipients more susceptible to many infectious agents. This is because the approach results in a general suppression of the T-cell response, with lymphopenia being evident for up to two or three weeks after a course of treatment. In our own studies, after treatment at day 15 p.i., we observed notable suppression of cytokine producing CD4+ and CD8+ T cells on polyclonal stimulation around two weeks after treatment ended. In contrast, the humoral response remained unaffected by this treatment (not shown). Fortunately, immune function did return to normal, as shown by some long-term studies performed by other groups. Nevertheless, given these potential problems if anti-CD3 is used in clinical situations to counteract SK, it would be wise to use antivirals and perhaps other antimicrobials as part of the therapy.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study shows that non-mitogenic non-FcR binding anti-CD3 treatment could prove effective in SK therapy due to its ability to alter the activation and migration pattern of the pathogenic T cells, thus diminishing the progression of an ongoing immunopathological lesion. The ability of CD3Fl(ab′)2 to remove the pathogenic CD4+ T cells and to increase the frequencies of TGF-β-producing Tregs at the same time makes it a more preferred candidate for SK therapy compared to other immunosuppressive reagents. Possible side effects might be encountered, but these could be minimized by controlling any microbial infections. Use of anti-CD3 in the clinic may also be more efficacious when combined with other forms of therapy.
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